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Getting it all – Reaching all time high

subscription revenue with over 10% digital

subscriber growth

How pricing and productization research drives

sustainable revenue and subscription growth

Cross 
functional

team

Systematic
approach & 

process

Multidiscipli-
nary methods



How we had the confidence to make the calls necessary to 

reach all time high revenue and 10% digital subscription

growth

2019
• 2019 was a pivotal year for Helsingin Sanomat: subscription revenue and number of 

digitally active subscriptions beat their all time records

• In order to achieve this great but contradicting feat Helsinging Sanomat has

instituted a research based pricing and produtization process

Problem

• Helsingin Sanomat target is to reach 300 thousand digitally active subscribers by

2023

• To reach this target Helsinging Sanomat needs to enable digital growth efforts with

solid financial performance driven by maximal revenue

• In order to meet both of these somewhat contradicting targets HS has to be able

to make accurate pricing and productizations decisions across the product

portfolio

Solution

• Helsingin Sanomat has built a multidisciplinary reseach structures and processess

which create the best possible data and insights to guide productization and pricing

decisions

• By framing the pricing and productization as process has helped us to build on 

insights in previous research and create a joint framework for discussion and 

problem solving between different organizational silos



What was unique in our process and what did it yield

Hypotheses

driven

research

• Instead of using one single tool for any given problem we let the 
problems, hypotheses and data collection realities guide our 
research methodologies  

• We were able to leverage price tests, analytics and consumer 

research to drive decision making

Journey, 

not a 

research

project

• As pricing and productization are permanent funcitions, the
research and analytics are also processes

• Through process lense we were able to work effectively as single 
teams while sharing data and making joint decisions

Instituti-

onalization

• We have codified the way of working into structures and even
supplier contracts which helps us to learn as an extended
organization

• The trust between management and front-end teams has
increased as results of the process have become visible



What were the ingredients of our unique process

Consumer 

research

Testing and 

analytics

Joint execution

planning

Decisino

making

Description We explore ideas and 
track consumer
preferences using
consumer research. We
are able to gather
data on changing
consumer behavior
over time and doing
ad-hoc conjoints

When we have a clear
hypothesis we test it 
with actual customers. 
We do testing in 
multiple sales channels
(tele, online, email) 
and with current
subscribers

Armed with data our
multidisciplinary
customer facing teams
where we able to plan
the actual execution
together with risk
mitigation plan

With the data and the
action plan for 
execution the decisions
are easily debated, 
made and 
communicated which
helps in creating trust
and common culture

Role • Collecting trend
data on consumer
preferences

• Ability to test more at 
once than in live tests

• Ability to test ideas
that do not exist

• Developing
hypotheses for live 
testing

• Understanding the
real, not stated
consumer
preference, which
yields maximal
accuracy for 
decision making

• Testing capacity is 
scarce so it’s to be
managed carefully

• Planning how
communicate
towards customers

• Planning our
winback actions

• Planning how to 
monitor the actual
impact of the
decision

• Roles and 
responsibilities are
clear

• Decisions are
justified using robust
reserach

• Execution plans
solidify trust that risks
are thought through
and mitigated



The winning way-of-working: Continuous A/B-testing, 

propensity modelling & offering optimization

Multi-

disciplinary

team

• An agile taskforce of online sales, marketing, journalists, analysts, 

UX-design and development

• Weekly ideation of new tests, viewing the results 

of on-going ones, and making decisions → go-

lives based on results
• Optimizing for higher conversion rates
• Higher subscription equity (optimal combination 

of sales volume and product NPVs)
• Onboarding of new subscribers
• Activation of service usage of the subscribers and 

lower churn-rate
• Lower cancellation rates in the cancellation 

funnel

Culture
• A/B-testing and learning quickly, and based on data,

• Putting development efforts to best ROI delivering ideas

Build

Measure

Learn



The results exceeded our expectations – HS beat its all time

high revenue and digital subscription grew 10%

Fundamental learning

• Subscription revenue grew by 3.0% vs. 2018
• The average number of digital subscriptions (hybrid 

and pure digital) grew by 10.3%
• Total subscriber base grew by 2.0% vs. 2018

Helsingin Sanomat performance

• Hybrid 7 day ARPU grew 6% vs. 2018 while number of 
subscriptions declined by only -1% 

• The price of the HS pure digi was not lowered in July 
due to VAT decrease leading. ARPU grew by 6%, 

while revenue grew by 29% and average number of 
subscription by 20%.

• The number of HS wknd hybrid subscriptions grew by 
8% while ARPU grew by for 4% leading to 12% 
revenue growth

Key performance drivers

The aim of the process is to give us the confidence to maximize revenue while ensuring that subscription base targets 
are met. This is clearly visible in the financial results



So what questions did we ask…

Pricing

• Is there room for offer price increases and do offer prices increase value?
• What is the impact of offer price increase to the value of sales?

Producti-

zation

Way of 

working

Offer

List

Featur-

es

Offer-

ing

Plan-

ing

Dec-

isions

• When the VAT drops from 24% to 10% what is the optimal pricing strategy?
• What is the optimal pricing for our hybrid products

• What is the value of different product features in different customer segments and how 
does it evolve over time?

• Can we optimize the offering by person to maximize the expected return from sales?

• What is the optimal composition of operational multicultural task force
• How does that task force interact with rest of the organization (e.g. Sales planning and 

pricing) 

• How do we further crystalize and streamline the roles and responsibilities and decision 
making processes between pricing, productization; sales and product 



…and what did we do?

Pricing

• Testing uplift effect of offers with conjoints
• Testing different offer prices and offer pricing strategies with conjoints
• Testing higher offer prices online with actual customers

Producti-

zation

Way of 

working

Offer

List

Featur-

es

Offer-

ing

Plan-

ing

Dec-

isions

• Test list prices with conjoints
• Test list prices with actual customers’
• Conduct a study on VAT chance to determine whether to keep or to give

• We started tracking the value of different product features through standardized 
process

• Used propensity-to-pay modelling to determine to whom we should offer a two week
sample and to whom a continuous subscription

• Kicked-off a renewed virtual team – multidisciplinary task force continuously optimizing 
the customer experience and maximizing sales

• Revised roles and responsibilities to help with smooth decision making and ensuring 
constant alignment with strategy



The contents of this presentation showcase the power of our 

process in action

Maximizing the value of new sales – The push for offer optimized offer pricesCase 1 

Keep or give – the July VAT decreaseCase 2

Productization - Optimal features and product packages in different 

customer segments
Case 3

Price optimization – Optimal pricing decisions for current customer baseCase 4



Maximizing the value of new sales 

– The push for offer optimized offer 

prices
✓ Conjoint studies

✓ Offer price tests 

RESEARCH AND TESTING PROJECT



We found that we can actually increase the value of sales

through offer price increases and offering optimization

Consumer 

research

Testing

and 

analytics

Joint

execution

planning

Decision

making

W
h

a
t

w
e

d
id

VAT specific
conjoint was
added to our
standard
conjoint
section

We tested:
1) Subscrition

vs. sample
2) 1 month vs. 

two weeks
3) Higher offer

prices

Tests were
planned
together HS 
virtual team in 
charge of 
online sales
funnel

Based on the
result decion to 
increase offer
prices was
made by sales
planning. Due
to test results it 
was a mere
formality

W
h

a
t

w
e

le
a

rn
t

The impact of 
offer price may
not be
significant

We learnt to 
offer
continuous
subs to the
most pros-
pective
customers and 
that higher
offer prices
maximize the
value of sales

Team learnt of 
the possibilities
offer price
testing creates
for boosting
subscription
equity, our
main metric

With the ability
to test and 
engage
people
decision
making was
very effective

Financial
• Overall expected return for sales 

(=subscription equity) grew by 3% due to 
substitute effect when offer prices were 
increased

• Overall expected return from sales grows by 
6% when continuous subscription is offered to 
the most prospective buyers

Learning
• We discovered that some products are close 

substitutes and we can discover them through 
price testing

• Due to cross price elasticity value of sales and 
sold pieces can grow even if the product 
specific price elasticity is negative (demand 
decreases as prices increases)

• We have the tools and the data to target our 
offering to different customer segments

Results



Luottamuksellinen – Confidential

Answers the questions…

• How much extra sales can promotion prices generate?

• How interested the product is at different promotion price -levels?

• How does the effect of promotion prices vary in different target groups and products?

• How big does the offer need to be to attract customers?

• What is the optimal level of offer for different products and target groups?

Conjoints were used to generate offer price test

hypotheses
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Results

Choice of subscription type at normal vs. promotion prices
H2/2019, by subscription type

Present subscription type

Type of subscription
Price / 

Month

HS Mini -

subscribers

n=244

HS Digi -

subscribers

n=1922

HS 7 days print + 

HS Digi 

subscribers

n=2321

HS Week-end print

+ HS Digi 

subscribers

n=1629

HS Week print

(weekly edition) + 

HS Digi 

subscribers n=540

Non subscribers

n=995

HS Mini (lower price digi) 9,90 € 53.4 % 11.6 % 0.9 % 3.7 % 7.0 % 17.5 %

HS Digi (full access digi) 17,90 € 16.8 % 58.4 % 3.6 % 11.1 % 15.4 % 8.7 %

HS Week-end print + HS 

Digi
30,66 € 4.5 % 4.8 % 8.4 % 52.5 % 12.1 % 7.2 %

HS 7 days print + HS Digi 39,83 € 0.9 % 1.4 % 67.4 % 4.1 % 1.4 % 5.3 %

HS Week print (weekly 

edition) + HS Digi
25,90 € 2.9 % 4.5 % 2.4 % 7.9 % 41.2 % 4.6 %

Would not chooce any 

alternative
21.4 % 19.3 % 17.3 % 20.9 % 22.9 % 56.6 %

Present subscription type

Type of subscription
Price / 

Month

HS Mini -

subscribers

n=244

HS Digi -

subscribers

n=1922

HS 7 days print + 

HS Digi 

subscribers

n=2321

HS Week-end print

+ HS Digi 

subscribers

n=1629

HS Week print

(weekly edition) + 

HS Digi 

subscribers n=540

Non subscribers

n=995

HS Mini (lower price digi) 6.90 € 56.9 % 12.2 % 1.0 % 3.9 % 7.4 % 19.4 %

HS Digi (full access digi) 14.90 € 17.5 % 60.1 % 3.8 % 11.4 % 16.0 % 9.2 %

HS Week-end print + HS 

Digi
23.00 € 4.6 % 5.0 % 8.7 % 54.8 % 12.8 % 7.8 %

HS 7 days print + HS Digi 35.00 € 1.0 % 1.4 % 68.5 % 4.2 % 1.4 % 5.5 %

HS Week print (weekly 

edition) + HS Digi
19.90 € 3.0 % 4.6 % 2.5 % 8.1 % 43.2 % 5.0 %

Would not chooce any 

alternative
17.0 % 16.7 % 15.6 % 17.6 % 19.2 % 53.1 %

Normal prices

Promotion prices

Non subscribers
• Promotion increases 1,9 

percentage points the
interest of non-
subscribers in HS Mini -
subscription

• Interest in other
subscription types does
not increase remarkably
with promotions

Subscribers
• Promotion increases the

interest in all subscription
types in their current

subscriber group 1-3,5 
percentage points.

• Promotions do not
increase present
customers interest in other
subscription types.



We used propensity-to-pay modelling to optimize the

value of our offering – sample vs. continuous subscription
✓ Propensity-to-pay modelling of cookies

✓ Validating the model by A/B-testing the offering in the diamond

articles’ hard paywall

• a 2-week free sample subscription (ends automatically→ leads to 

eDM, re-targeted display advertising and telesales) with an NPV 

of 14 €, and 

• a continuous digital subscription paid by credit card, 1st month 0 

€, then automatically continuing as 17,90€/month with an NPV of 

70 €

✓ Decision to offer continuous subscription instead of a free sample

for top 2 p-t-p deciles and balancing sales channels based on sub. 

equity optimization

Diamond articles’ paywall 12.6. – 20.10.2019

Continuous subscriptions ratio to 
sample subscriptions in p-t-p deciles

1 2

+6%

Monthly samples and sales +6% increase in subscription equity

1 2 3



Offer price tests for new customers online – why we did it

✓ Offer optimization

• conversion rates at different price points allow to measure price elasticity, and thus the profitability of new 

sales prices

• If list prices keep on increasing and offer prices stay at the same level, a negative effect on second invoice 

churn rates is very likely

• Volumes sold at different price points, together with the value of the subscriptions sold allow to understand 

the long term effect of price decisions

✓ Portfolio optimization

• modifying the price of a product/package changes also the relative price of other products/packages

• We measure substitutability or complementarity between products using cross price elasticity, thus optimizing 

the whole offer portfolio

✓ Continuation rates

• how different entry prices/offers affect churn, and thus the long term value of the different offer price options



New customers: offer price a/b tests : example 1
Metrics: price elasticity and cross price elasticity

SUBSTITUTABILITY BETWEEN  Digi AND digi + weekend print (Lasu)

• price elasticity of HS_LASU was negative and high (this means demand for this 

particular product is price sensitive)

• However, this does not mean lost sales, as a more Digi has been sold. This is because, 

after the price change, Digi has become relatively cheaper compared to Lasu

• Cross price elasticity between Digi and Lasu indicates that the two packages are 

CLOSE SUBSTITUTES

→ HOW MUCH IS THE VALUE OF SALES AFFECTED? IN WHICH DIRECTION? 

the total value of sales is higher in the variant! +3%

Cumulative sales 

per product show 

a clear substitution 

pattern between 

Digi and Lasu



New customers and offer optimization, example 2: paywall

Can we reduce the amount of trial time from 1 month to 

two weeks? 

Significantly less continuous digi subscriptions have been sold when 

the free trial reduced from one month to two weeks 

How valuable is that compared to a sample?

Continuation rates of the subscription starting with two weeks (variant 

2) free have been significantly lower than the ones of the 

subscriptions starting with one month free (variant 1). 

This reduces the value of the subscription of variant 2 relative to the 

one of variant 1

sample
Continuous digi
subscription, 1st

month free

Continuous digi
subscription, 2 
weeks free

one month free out-

performed two weeks free



RESEARCH PROJECT

Keep or give – the July VAT 

decrease

Making decisions in the public eye



HS digi only subscription price was kept at 17,90e when VAT 

dropped from 24% to 10% - why and how?

Consumer 

research

Testing

and 

analytics

Joint

execution

planning

Decision

making

W
h

a
t

w
e

d
id

VAT specific
conjoint was
chosen as 
adhoc
component of 
our
standardized
testing

The data from
the conjoints
was then
simulated by
our analytics
team to clarify
monetary and 
subcription
base impacts

Multidisciplinary
virtual team, 
marketing and 
editorial teams
decided on 
communicatio
n strategy: new
journalists were
publicly
recruited

HS 
management 
team made 
decision to stay
at 17,90e/m. 
Sanoma Oyj 
Board of 
directors
reviewed the
decision

W
h

a
t

w
e

le
a

rn
t

Giving the
benefit of VAT 
change to 
customers
would not
increase
subscription
significantly

Maintaining the
price 17,90e 
per month
would create a 
significant
revenue boost

Understanding
the financial
upside gave us 
the ability to 
invest in 
content, which
gave us the
answer to why
we are doing
this

Having the
data, the story
and upside HS 
management 
team had the
confidence to 
make this
possibly
controversial
decision

Financial
• HS digi only ARPU grew by 7% in H2/2019 

compared to H1/2019. The number of 
subscriptions grew by 11% during the same 
interval

Learning
• In face of possibly controversial and public 

decision the data and simulations support the 
building of the story, which in this case was 
investing in digital content. Having the story 
gives you the confidence to make the decision 
and stand by it

Results



Luottamuksellinen – Confidential

How different pricing options due to a VAT decrease would

influence demand and overall revenue

1 If 100 % of the VAT benefit is given to customers

If 0 % the VAT benefit is given to customers

If level of VAT-benefit given to customers varies

depending the product

Situation: H1/2019: The VAT of digital publications was going to be lowered in a few months from 24 % -> to 10 %.

Finding the answers to the question…

• What is the impact of possible changes in pricing due to new VAT-

level on demand and sales of HS:

2

3



Luottamuksellinen - Confidential

Results

Effect of VAT-change in sales
Non-subscribers, n=802 (potential amount of customers used in calculations 1 mil. Households)

• If 100% of the VAT benefit is given to customers, the amount of subscriptions would increase only marginally or remain constant. The increase would anyway be
small, so it makes more sense if 0% of the VAT benefit is given to customers as revenues grow substatially → increase in sales compared to the present state is ~440 

000€.

• Subscribers are mainly interested in their present subscription type. Pricechanges can to some extent affect the choice between different subscription types, for ex.

• If the prices of all products would be lowered, the lowered prices would emphasis the cheaper price of HS Mini compared to HS Digi. Interest in HS Mini would

increase +1,2 percentage-points. Many respondents would change from the more expensive product to the cheapest HS Mini as it appears to be even

cheaper in relation with the reduced price.

• Interest in HS Mini and HS Digi –products can be balanced by lowering the price of HS Digi rather than HS Mini, for ex. if we compare the situation where 50% of 
VAT benefit is given to customers in all subscription types, to the situation where the 50% benefit is givento customers only in HS Digi subscription: → the relative

interest in HS Mini would decrease, and the relative interest in HS Digi would increase (marked in green).

• Highest sales is anyway reached if 100% of the VAT benefit is utilized at Sanoma (and 0% is given to customers).

Non-subscribers, 

n=802
Present state

VAT benefit; 

100 % given to customers

VAT benefit; 

50 % given to customers

VAT benefit; 

0 %given  to customers

VAT benefit; 

in HS Digi 50% given to 

customers

in other products 0% given

to customers

Difference in sales

Type of 

subscription

Price point 

€/month % chooses

Price point 

€/month % chooses

Price point 

€/month % chooses

Price point 

€/month % chooses

Price point 

€/month % chooses

100% of VAT 

benefit to 

customers –

present state

50% of VAT 

benefit to 

customers –

present state

0% of VAT 

benefit to 

customers –

present state

VAT benefit;

In HS Digi 50% 

given to customers,

In other products 0% 

given to customers *  
- present state

HS Mini (lower price) 9.90 € 16.1 % 8.80 € 17.3 % 9.35 € 16.8 % 9.90 € 16.1 % 9.90 € 16.4 % 98 597  142 597  163 597  190 597  

HS Digi (full access) 17.90 € 10.4 % 15.90 € 9.9 % 16.90 € 10.0 % 17.90 € 10.4 % 16.90 € 10.2 % -70 290  35 073  191 073  65 801  

HS Week-end print + 

HS Digi 30.66 € 7.4 % 30.10 € 7.1 % 30.40 € 7.3 % 30.66 € 7.4 % 30.66 € 7.2 % -81 787  -7 151  37 977  -17 769  

HS 7 days print + HS 

Digi 39.83 € 5.6 % 39.38 € 5.7 % 39.60 € 5.7 % 39.83 € 5.6 % 39.83 € 5.7 % 35 799  47 499  22 991  59 200  

HS Week (weekly 

edition) + HS Digi 25.90 € 5.3 % 25.30 € 4.6 % 25.60 € 4.9 % 25.90 € 5.3 % 25.90 € 4.8 % -162 710  -80 346  27 199  -90 528  

Would not choose 

anything 55.2 % 55.4 % 55.4 % 55.2 % 55.6 % 0  0  0  0  

Altogether 100.0 % 100.0 % 100.1 % 100.0 % 99.9 % -180 392  137 673  442 837  207 301  

* HS Mini 0 %, HS 

Digi 50 %, other

0 % 



The results of the conjoint were projected to the

entire population

The impact of the VAT 
change was calculated 
• for every product 
• for every payment 

interval
The total impact was 
estimated to be higher than 
1M € for all products

Product package
Payment 

interval
Base

Current 

Price
current VAT VAT coeff

Payments in 

one year

New vat 

COEF

Current Net 

price

Net price if 

VAT 10%

Current net 

revenue

Net revenue if 

VAT 10% and 

prices stay same

Difference
Difference by 

product
impact

HS_DI_HSKL 1 99 21.90 € 21.44% 1.2144 12 1.1 18.03 € 19.91 € 21,423.91 € 23,652 € 2,228.09 €

HS_DI_HSKL 2 117 43.80 € 21.44% 1.2144 6 1.1 36.07 € 39.82 € 25,319.17 € 27,952 € 2,633.19 €

HS_DI_HSKL 3 713 65.70 € 21.44% 1.2144 4 1.1 54.10 € 59.73 € 154,295.45 € 170,342 € 16,046.73 €

HS_DI_HSKL 4 24 87.60 € 21.44% 1.2144 3 1.1 72.13 € 79.64 € 5,193.68 € 5,734 € 540.14 €

HS_DI_HSKL 6 394 131.40 € 21.44% 1.2144 2 1.1 108.20 € 119.45 € 85,262.85 € 94,130 € 8,867.34 €

HS_DI_HSKL 12 382 262.80 € 21.44% 1.2144 1 1.1 216.40 € 238.91 € 82,666.01 € 91,263 € 8,597.26 €

HS_JP_DI 1 249 40.50 € 11.38% 1.1138 12 1.1 36.36 € 36.82 € 108,649.67 € 110,013 € 1,363.06 €

HS_JP_DI 2 8445 81.00 € 11.38% 1.1138 6 1.1 72.72 € 73.64 € 3,684,925.48 € 3,731,155 € 46,229.07 €

HS_JP_DI 3 12651 121.50 € 11.38% 1.1138 4 1.1 109.09 € 110.45 € 5,520,188.54 € 5,589,442 € 69,253.27 €

HS_JP_DI 4 14970 162.00 € 11.38% 1.1138 3 1.1 145.45 € 147.27 € 6,532,070.39 € 6,614,018 € 81,947.79 €

HS_JP_DI 5 2316 200 € 11.38% 1.1138 2.4 1.1 179.57 € 181.82 € 998,096.61 € 1,010,618 € 12,521.58 €

HS_JP_DI 6 15001 239.00 € 11.38% 1.1138 2 1.1 214.58 € 217.27 € 6,437,850.60 € 6,518,616 € 80,765.76 €

HS_JP_DI 12 38164 459.00 € 11.38% 1.1138 1 1.1 412.10 € 417.27 € 15,727,487.88 € 15,924,796 € 197,308.48 €

HS_JP_SL 1 5 45.50 € 12.77% 1.1277 12 1.1 40.35 € 41.36 € 2,420.86 € 2,482 € 60.96 €

HS_JP_SL 2 26 91.00 € 12.77% 1.1277 6 1.1 80.70 € 82.73 € 12,588.45 € 12,905 € 317.00 €

HS_JP_SL 3 117 136.50 € 12.77% 1.1277 4 1.1 121.04 € 124.09 € 56,648.04 € 58,075 € 1,426.50 €

HS_JP_SL 4 92 182.00 € 12.77% 1.1277 3 1.1 161.39 € 165.45 € 44,543.76 € 45,665 € 1,121.69 €

HS_JP_SL 6 178 269.00 € 12.77% 1.1277 2 1.1 238.54 € 244.55 € 84,919.75 € 87,058 € 2,138.43 €

HS_JP_SL 12 355 519.00 € 12.77% 1.1277 1 1.1 460.23 € 471.82 € 163,381.22 € 167,495 € 4,114.24 €

HS_JT_DI 1 2 42.50 € 11.32% 1.1132 12 1.1 38.18 € 38.64 € 916.28 € 927 € 11.00 €

HS_JT_DI 2 9 85.00 € 11.32% 1.1132 6 1.1 76.36 € 77.27 € 4,123.25 € 4,173 € 49.48 €

HS_JT_DI 3 54 127.50 € 11.32% 1.1132 4 1.1 114.53 € 115.91 € 24,739.49 € 25,036 € 296.87 €

HS_JT_DI 4 50 170.00 € 11.32% 1.1132 3 1.1 152.71 € 154.55 € 22,906.93 € 23,182 € 274.88 €

HS_JT_DI 6 164 244.00 € 11.32% 1.1132 2 1.1 219.19 € 221.82 € 71,893.64 € 72,756 € 862.72 €

HS_JT_DI 12 518 479.00 € 11.32% 1.1132 1 1.1 430.29 € 435.45 € 222,890.77 € 225,565 € 2,674.69 €

HS_LASU_DI 1 20 30.00 € 12.33% 1.1233 12 1.1 26.71 € 27.27 € 6,409.69 € 6,545 € 135.77 €

HS_LASU_DI 2 4367 60.00 € 12.33% 1.1233 6 1.1 53.41 € 54.55 € 1,399,554.88 € 1,429,200 € 29,645.12 €

HS_LASU_DI 3 6145 90.00 € 12.33% 1.1233 4 1.1 80.12 € 81.82 € 1,969,375.95 € 2,011,091 € 41,714.96 €

HS_LASU_DI 4 1797 120.00 € 12.33% 1.1233 3 1.1 106.83 € 109.09 € 575,910.26 € 588,109 € 12,198.83 €

HS_LASU_DI 6 1812 175.00 € 12.33% 1.1233 2 1.1 155.79 € 159.09 € 564,586.49 € 576,545 € 11,958.97 €

HS_LASU_DI 12 2033 335.00 € 12.33% 1.1233 1 1.1 298.23 € 304.55 € 606,298.41 € 619,141 € 12,842.50 €

4,169.64 € 0.44%

108,496.15 € 11.54%

38,912.75 € 4.14%

489,389.01 € 52.04%

9,178.83 € 0.98%

example



VAT change communication

✓ When a research-based decision of the handling of the VAT change was made, a communications strategy

was formulated:

✓ Pro-actively (but right before the Midsummer when the holiday season starts) communicating to the readers

and public, that the lowering VAT-rate for digital products allows Helsingin Sanomat to invest in digital

journalism, local reporting and product development

✓ Simultaneously started a recruitment campaign for five new data 

journalists: https://dynamic.hs.fi/2019/hsrekry/

✓ The public opinion and our subscribers took the message very well

– no claims raised that we should have delivered the VAT change

to subscribers in lower prices

https://dynamic.hs.fi/2019/hsrekry/


Conclusion – The pricing benefit from lower VAT was

not transferred

✓ Utilizing the reduction of VAT as a possible price reduction proved to 

have no or little effect on the subscription base

✓ Price reductions would have little effect on overall demand for HS

✓ Substantial increase in revenue was possible to obtain without loosing

customers



RESEARCH PROJECT

Productization - Optimal features

and product packages in 

different customer segments



Advantage of the continuous Conjoint-surveys

Constant

competitive

advantage is only

reached by

continuously

developing the

product and pricing.
• Other medias are very fast

copying well functioning product

features.

• Cost-efficiency is changing

quickly. 

Changes in 

the market 

are taking place

faster and faster, 

and unexpected

changes are

happening more

often.

By optimizing

prices it is possible

to maximize

profitability.

• Utilising possibilities to get fast

profits.

• Ensuring that the company is 

not selling at a too low price for 

no reason.

When changes in the market are met

proactively, there are often much more

alternative possibilities, than if they are

met reactively.

In a reactive action often the only

possibility is to cheapen the prices.



Research design

The survey is conducted regurlarly twice a year, in the autumn- and spring-term. Each survey-round includes three

components:

1. Testing of new product development ideas. MaxDiff-Conjoint-method to track the importance of both existing

product features of HS digital service and new ideas. 

2. Testing of pricing of existing products. Choise Based Conjoint –method to test price elasticity and to optimise the best

price point for different products. Also different ways to express promotion prices are tested.

3. Changing ad hoc –testing of a new product-concepts and pricing strategies. Choise Based Conjoint –method to test

new pricing strategies or the demand and pricing of different new product developlment ideas.

The two first components are carried out and  reported in a standardized way to track changes and continuous

development.
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Optimal features and product package for HS digital & how

preferences differ in different customer segments

The method answers these questions…

✓ What are the most important current product features of the HS digital service?

✓ What product features are valued by different user groups?

✓ What features are critical – features that all customers value and need to be offered to all users?

✓ What features are ’complement features’ –features that are appreciated only by a certain user

group and can be offered only to some users –preferably with an extra cost?

✓ What features are not yet important –features not yet worth investing in?

✓ How popular are the new product feature ideas?

✓ What is the optimal timing for the launch?



To better understand how customer needs vary in different

customer segments and which are the key features for 

each segment we carried out a segmentation of customers

and non customers

Cluster-analyses: respondents split into  4 segments

Method used - ’K-means-clustering’

Findings in short

• The same 4 segments were found both in H1 and H2 surveys, both in subscribers and non-subscribers.

1. Appreciate the current HS Digi –product (full access product, 17,90€) 

2. Appreciate audio-services

3. Appreciate personalization-features

4. Appreciate possibilities for commenting articles and archives

• Group 1 and 3 are the largest (~+/- 30-40 %), and the size of them increased even more in H2. Group 4 decreased.

• The most important basic features of digital news-media (such as search-function, fast up-date news) are equally appreciated in  

all 4 groups, but some features are important only to a specific segment;

- Group 1 is more interested than other segments in; the facsimile digital edition, shared access for the whole family and archives

-> this indicates that the split into the cheaper HS Mini (without facsimile edition, shared family access and archive) and the

more expensive HS Digi (full access) has been succesfull.

- In H2 some new product developlent ideas were added to the questionnaire, and reached high scores in group 1, being

’offline-use’ and ’access to digital periodicals’.

- Group 3 is more interested than other groups in; notifications,  personalized first page, possibility to choose news-subjects to 

follow and a new feature ’access to your own reading data’. 



How the size of segments develop over time

Changes in the size of the groups

H2/2019 H1/2019 H2/2019 H1/2019

Group
Most important features

in the digital news-media

Subscribers

(n=6656)

% of 

respondents

Subscribers

(n=2466)

% of respondents

Non-subscribers

(n=995)

% of respondents

Non-subscribers

(n=802)

% of respondents

1. Appreciate the

current HS Digi –product

(full access product, 

17,90€) 

More interested than others: fac-simile

digital edition, shared access for the

whole family, archive

+(only subscribers: offline usage, 

access to digital periodicals)

42,8 33,4 34,8 37,8

2. Appreciate audio-

services

More interested than others; articles

red in human voice, audio-books, 

podcasts, HS articles in audio
15,0 14,7 17,4 12,8

3. Appreciate

personalization-services

More interested than others; 

notifications, own personalized first

page, access to the own reading

data, possibility to choose news-

subjects to follow

34,0 31,9 34,3 33,0

4. Appreciate

comment-possibilities

and archive

More interested than others; search-

function, comments, archive
8,1 20,1 13,6 16,3

New product feature ideas added in questionnaire in round 2 (H2/2019) marked in red.



Price optimization – Optimal 

pricing decisions for current 

customer base
✓ Conjoint studies

✓ List price tests

RESEARCH PROJECTS + TESTING



Discovering price elasticity and cross price elasticity in 

different segments for different product packages

Finding answers to the questions…

Continuous tracking of the price image

• What is the demand for the offering on different price-levels?

• How interested is the main target group in this specific offering compared to the other products of the same brand?

• How price-sensitive are the different target segments?

Continuous optimization of prices

• What price maximizes the amount of subscriptions?

• What price maximizes sales revenue (subscriptions x price)?

• What is the optimal price for different products in different target groups?



We wanted to find out…

✓ What is the price sensitivity by product types and target groups

✓ What is the optimal price point for each offering for optimizing

revenue and amount of subscription

✓ How does this differ among segments and different types of 

subscribers
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% valitsee

HS Mini, n=244

HS Digi, n=1922

HS Week-end print + HS
Digi, n=1629

HS 7 days print + HS Digi,
n=2321

HS Week (weekly edition)
print+ HS Digi, n=540

Non-subscriber, n=995

HS Mini

(smaller digi-product, 

reduced price)

HS Digi

(full digi-product, 

access to all content)

Week-end print

+ HS Digi 

(full digi-product)

7 days print

+ HS Digi

(full digi-product)

HS Week print

+ HS Digi

(printed weekly edition + 

full digi-product

Most price

sensitive,

Very steep curve

Highest interest, the less

price sensitive group

Lowest interest of the

subscibers towards

their own subscription-

type

Non-subsribers are interested in HS Mini 

and HS Digi –products. The level of interest

varies a bit depending the price.

Results

Price sensitivity by product types

and target groups

Luottamuksellinen – Confidential

Most of the respondents are interested in 

their current subscription-type.
• The most loyal towards their own

subscription-type are the ’7 days print + 

HS Digi’ –subscribers; 65-70% of the

subscribers would choose it in all the price-

levels.

• The less loyal subscribers are ’HS Week

print + HS Digi’ –subscribers; 40-50% of 

the subscribers would choose it, dependin

the price level.

• Most price sensitive product-

type is ’HS Mini’ among its

current subsribers (very steep

curve).

• Least price sensitive product-

type is ’7 days print + HS Digi’ 

among its current subscribers. 

• Non-subscribers are most

interested in ’HS Mini’ and ’HS 

Digi’ –products.

• ’HS Digi’, ’Week-endn print + HS Digi’ 

and ’HS Week print + HS Digi’ –products 

are somewhat substitutes for each other, 

so respondents are hovering between

those product-types.

Price sensitivity curve

• Y-axis ’% chooses’ (eng. share of preference) shows, how probably the

respondents would choose the product in different price points

• → Subsribers; This describes the amount of loyal customers.

• → Non-subsribers; This describes the new potential

• The middle-price (for ex. HS Mini 9,90€) is the current price. (marked in 

red).

• The steepness of the curve describes the price sensitivity of the

respondents – the more steep the curve, the more price sensitive are the

resepondents, so the interest grows remarkable when lowering the price.

Current price

of the product

% Chooses

HS 

product

-type

HS subscription groups



Results

Sales-index by product-types
Sales index = price x % of choice

(only the sales of the the product in question) 

Sales index = 100 at current price (current

price-level marked in red)

Sales index that generates maximum sales in 

the main target group marked red.

Sales-index Offered product-types

Current 

subscription-type

HS Mini

(smaller digi-product, 

reduced price)

HS Digi

(full digi-product, 

access to all content)

Week-end print

+ HS Digi 

(full digi-product)

7 days print

+ HS Digi

(full digi-product)

HS Week print

+ HS Digi

(printed weekly edition 

+ full digi-product

8.50 € 9.90 € 10.80 € 15.40 € 17.90 € 19.50 € 26.50 € 30.66 € 33.50 € 34.30 € 39.83 € 43.50 € 22.40 € 25.90 € 28.30 €

HS Mini, n=239 92 100 99 100 100 96 97 100 96 96 100 97 106 100 95

HS Digi, n=1909 98 100 95 91 100 103 103 100 96 92 100 101 108 100 94

Week-end print + 

HS Digi, n=1622
100 100 94 98 100 98 92 100 103 95 100 96 104 100 97

7 days print + HS 

Digi, n=2316
105 100 97 100 100 100 95 100 100 88 100 106 101 100 100

HS Week (weekly 

edition) + HS Digi, 

n=522

101 100 95 99 100 99 107 100 97 98 100 102 95 100 102

Non-subscribers, 

n=995
98 100 103 102 100 103 101 100 97 92 100 107 107 100 93

Price-point that generates best sales in the main target group of each

product (most interested users)

HS Mini

• HS Mini subscribers 9,90 €

• Non-subscribers10,80 €

HS Digi

• HS Mini subscribers 17,90 €

• HS Digi subscribers19,50 €

• Non-subscribers19,50 €

Week-end print + HS Digi 

• Subscribers 33,50 €

7 days print + HS Digi

• Subscribers 43,50 €

HS Week print + HS Digi

• Subscribers28,30 €

All product-types reach the best sales-

index with the highest (or almost highest) 

price point in the main target group of the

product.
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Another research approach

List price tests: how price sensitive is our customer base?

Measuring price elasticity of current subscription base

For every 2019 price increase there has been a price test: a 

cohort of subscribers has the older (and lower) price point for 

another subscription period.

• Different continuation rates allow measuring price elasticity. This

allows to understand if the price increase is profitable

• In the short run, maximizing revenue

• In the long run, understanding how the value of subscriptions

is affected by the price changes

• Results are always analyzed using logit or probit models in order

to understand if there are particular factors affecting price

sensitivity of consumers. Are there consumers that are more

price sensitive than others, based on their subscription history

and demographics?

Data collected for most product packages

Product Payment interval Test results ready
Price Elasticity 

indicates: 

6 months room for price increase

12 months room for price increase

Pesu print 2,3,4 months room for price increase

Lasu print 2,3,4 months room for price increase

Su print 2,3,4 months room for price increase

3 months room for price increase

6 months room for price increase

3 months room for price increase

6 months room for price increase

12 months room for price increase

Pesu_di 2,3,12 months 11/3/2019 room for price increase

Lasu_di 2,3,12 months 11/3/2019 room for price increase

Su_di 2,3,12 months 11/3/2019 room for price increase

7 days hybrid 5/12/2019

12 months

7 days hybrid 1/16/2018

9/14/2017

7 days print 5/12/2019

room for price increase



Example case:

list price test of ”LASU” – Saturday to Sunday edition 

Test setup:

✓ The test included 2, 3 and 12 months payment intervals

✓ The quantity of subscriptions in different payment intervals has been selected proportionally to the total base

in order to obtain a representative sample

✓ Subscriptions ending between 31.12.2018 and 28.2.2019 have been included in the test.

✓ Because of the price increase that happened on 1.6.2018, 12 months subscriptions have the older price point

✓ The sample size was kept small in order to minimize the opportunity cost of the test. The total number of 

subscriptoins tested is 3349, of which half gets the old price. 
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Length

Price 

increase

%

Old price
New 

price

Nr of 

subscripti

ons 

getting 

old price

%of 

populatio

n getting 

old price

2 5 % 60 63 441 50 %

3 5 % 90 94,5 1136 50 %

12 5,9 % 329 349 106 50 %



Example case continued:

results
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✓ The price increase did not have an effect on continuation
rates, and this applies to the whole sample, as well as specific
lengths

✓ Price elasticity is around 0, and has a slight negative value for 
the 2 months payment interval. This reveals that there is room for 

more price increases

✓ These results are in line with previous price tests on weekend
print products, as well as with results of recent 7day hybrid and 
7 day print products

2kk

new price

voimassa tai keskeytetty 231 97,9 %

perutettu tai muu 5

old price

voimassa tai keskeytetty 250 98,4 %

perutettu tai muu 4

price elasticity -0,11

3kk

new price

voimassa tai keskeytetty 993 97 %

perutettu tai muu 26

old price

voimassa tai keskeytetty 1016 97 %

perutettu tai muu 30

price elasticity 0,07

12kk

new price

voimassa tai keskeytetty 96 98 %

perutettu tai muu 2

old price

voimassa tai keskeytetty 93 98 %

perutettu tai muu 1

price elasticity 0,02

all sample

new price

voimassa tai keskeytetty 1417 97 %

perutettu tai muu 49

old price

voimassa tai keskeytetty 1477 96 %

perutettu tai muu 63

price elasticity 0,16



✓ When launching the test, it was observed that LASU_DI has more new customers compared to the other two products in the test.

✓ Further analysis on LASU has been done: how do subscription cycle, customer’s age, paying a higher price, and the length of the 

subscription affect the probability of continuing?

✓ Keeping in  mind that most of the subscriptions continue, and the probability modeled is ”continue=0”, it looks like the cycle of the 

subscription has a slightly negative effect, meaning that the longer a person subscribes, the more likely he/she is to continue. This is an 

effect common to both treatment and control group, and it is independent on pricing. There is no evidence of price sensitivity in 

general, and there is no evidence on young customers being more price sensitive than old customers. Finally, there is no evidence

that a newer customer would be more price sensitive than a customer subscribing for many cycles. 
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Probit
all

sample

Example case continued:

further analysis



Example case continued:

conclusions

✓ Price elasticity is around 0 for LASU weekend hybrid product, for all

subscription lengths

✓ The results are in line with previous price tests conducted for Helsingin 

Sanomat. So far, elasticity is 0 for all products tested, revealing that

demand is quite inelastic

✓ The price increase has been profitable and there is room for further price

increases

✓ Further analysis on LASU_DI shows that there are not groups that would be

more price sensitive than others
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Summary of findings

✓ Most of the respondents are interested in their current subscription-type.

✓ Most price sensitive product-type is ’HS Mini’

✓ Least price sensitive product-type is ’7 days print + HS Digi’

✓ Non-subscribers are most interested in ’HS Mini’ and ’HS Digi’ –products.

✓ All product-types reach the best sales-index with the highest (or almost highest) price point in 

the main target group of the product.

✓ Price elasticity is low for all weekend hybrid product, for all subscription lengths

✓ The price increases have been profitable and there is room for further price increases


